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Abstract: In our recent article we investigate the utilization possibilities of usual time 

related, demand data sets of an organization. We also create some 

derivative data sets from those time related ones, thanks to what we have 

the full set of links’ and nodes’ data for further matrix analyses. We also 

evaluate some usual network analytical approaches to determine the 

characteristic structure of demand-supply network element (i.e. 

organization), the relevant network topology and sensitive to failure 

network skeleton. 
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1. Introduction 

In the last years we have developed a visual, low IT-profile, low-cost analytical 

approach for investigating the network topology of an organization, i.e. the Excel-based 

Combined Quantity Irregularity Graphs [5]. That CQIG approach is powerful, effective 

and efficient in case of smaller organizations, where the number of nodes (Suppliers, 

Resources, Finished Products and Customers) are in the range of hundreds to a 

thousand. Even in such organization the number of related links falls in the range of 

several thousands. Such complexity is easily handled by our CQIG approach, where we 

can define the network-skeleton-building nodes and links, and focusing on those few, 

we can increase the resilience of our organization considerably, more than just using the 

classical supply chain heuristics. Our CQIG approach has its limitations, especially of 

large organizations with thousands of nodes and of complex nested structure. Therefore, 

we have started to work out a still low-IT and low-investment profile solution based on 

matrices. First we evaluate the usual time related demand data sets of an organization in 

network context. Simultaneously, we define what kind of data are to be used to create 

the derivatives to build the required matrices for network analytical investigations. Then 

we introduce the different matrix-representation of the networked structure of an 

organization. Our approach focuses on networked structure of demand-supply network 
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(DSN), and is not competing to those well based solutions like Theory of Constraints 

[7], Toyota Way [8], Multi-Echelon Inventory Optimization [11] but complementing to 

them.  

2. Material conversion and transport route in DSN 

Before we start investigating the data and matrix representation, there is a special 

aspect of the Demand-Supply Networks to be thoroughly understood. The material 

conversion and transport process shows strong analogy to the irreversible metabolic 

chemical reactions. The man and machine in such material conversion plays the 

enabler’s role similar to enzymes of metabolic reactions or molecular chaperones. The 

substrate proteins of interactomes (protein-protein interaction network) correspond to 

materials (to be converted in an organization). The chaperone proteins forming mono-

oligomers are analogous to machines of different complexity, what can also be grouped 

in a production line or cell.  Those proteins which are forming hetero-oligomers are 

more analogous to humans in their interactions. The biochemical network achieves the 

perfection through frequent repair of the damaged products, differing from the right 

quality first time approach in production. [3, 4]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Material conversion and transport route in DSN 

 

In case of material conversion and transport route in DSN. The Make-process of 

SCOR Model [12] converts the raw material resources (Fig. 1: RM, R-node) from Input 

Module into new material form, i.e. finished products (Fig. 1: FG, F-node). In the 

Source- and Deliver-processes the same material is travelling – transport in network 

terminology. On the other hand, the same material form is having different coding at the 

different organizations due to the differences in ERP-systems of the organizations, and 

because of the fact that the output (finished product) of the supplier is the input (raw 
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material) of the subsequent customer. Consequently, with S-R-F-C paths we cover the 

material conversion and transport routes, what, in turn, are the building patterns of 

Demand-Supply Network. See Fig. 1. Further explanation on networked structure of the 

Conversion Module in an organization you can find in our previous publication [6]. 

3. Matrix model of the Demand-Supply Network element 

In our previous publication we have described the inter-relationships between supply 

chain and network terminologies in details, as well as the main structural characteristics 

in and around an organization – Demand-Supply Network Element [6]. Here we restrict 

our attention to a simplified network model of an organization with different level of 

granularity for internal and for external structural representation. Concerning our 

organization’s internal structure, we focus on modules (more densely connected 

network parts) and the structure of network skeleton – high importance/high-centrality 

nodes: hubs, bridges, and high weight links [3, 9, 10]. 

The matrix method enables us to analyse the entire network of an organization 

simultaneously, including the supplier- and customer nodes as well, and modelling 

organizations with complex modular structure. It opens the way for modelling the 

failure propagation as well. As we already discussed, usually we have information and 

data about an organization’s internal structure at very detailed level (fine-grained 

representation). Regarding to organization’s external structure, the links with the 

organization’s suppliers and customers are well known, while the finer-grained structure 

of the suppliers or customers are usually poorly known to us. Therefore, when analysing 

our organization’s external structure, we suggest to consider the customers and suppliers 

as nodes (network elements of DSN) grouped in echelons. The nodes from our 

organization are linked to those network elements, rather than to the resource/finished 

product nodes of unknown to us structure in supplier/customer organizations 

respectively (Fig. 2).  

Because of the large number of different matrices and symbols defined in this section 

we use the following simplified notation for matrix A of size s×r: ����� = ��	
��ℝ�×� . 

The entry of that matrix A will be noted as ���, �� instead of commonly used form of 

�	
  . In both cases the capital letter (sometimes with lower case letters of additional 

information) defines the entry type – like A for adjacency matrix, Cbc for betweenness 

centrality matrix. The difference to Newman’s notation is that (�	
   ) represents a 

directed link from node i to node j, as it is usual in the Hungarian notations [1,  9].     

According to our network model of an organization, 4 echelons of nodes are to be 

investigated: echelon of suppliers (S1-Ss), echelon of resources (R1-Rr), echelon of 

finished products (F1-Ff) and echelon of customers (C1-Cc). As we already highlighted, 

in case of suppliers and customers we neglect their internal structure. In Fig. 2 a simple 

networked structure of an organization and its matrix representation are shown on the 

left, where the materials flow only in one direction, from suppliers to customers, 

through material conversion and transport process, i.e. directed acyclic graph or DAG in 

the literature [9]. The adjacency matrix �����  of such organization model is a 

quadratic upper-triangle strictly nil-potent matrix (no self-edges, no reverse flow), 

containing three rectangular adjacency matrices of �����, �����, and ����� for the 
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adjacent echelon pairs – where n = s+r+f+c is the size of the represented network. The 

values in the adjacency matrix are either 0 (no link) or 1 (linked). Such basic upper-

triangle quadratic matrix representation is suitable for analysing the path length 

characteristics in our network, for stratification through creating the bibliographic 

coupling and co-citation matrices [9] and calculating the betweenness centralities as 

well. Evidently, if the organization model is having additional echelon, then that 

additional echelon will form further rectangular block in our matrix with its relevant 

adjacent echelon pair.  

 

 

Figure 2. Network model of an organization. Top-left graph and its matrix 

representation below are without weight, while on the right are with weight. 

 

The nodes and links may have weights [3, 9] in the network representations. That has 

pivotal role in differentiating the so-called weak-links from strong links. While the latter 

links determine the network skeleton, the former links contribute to network’s stability 

in several ways [3]. The top right network and the matrix ����� below it in Fig. 2 

models a weighted network of the same structure. The column graphs at the right side 

and bottom side of the matrices visualize the out-weight and in-weight of each node in 

its echelon respectively.  
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4. Data sets of an organization and the created derivatives  

In all businesses we can get the time dependent demand data according to Source-, 

Make-, Deliver-processes of the SCOR model [12]. For each echelon pair of {sr}, {rf} 

and {fc} we collect the time dependent variables generating the entries of ���, �, �� , 

where i stands for the node from which the link goes to the node j and t differentiates 

the time slots (see Fig. 3). The historical material arrivals from our suppliers determine 

the links between the supplier- and resource nodes – ���, �, ��. The historical finished 

product deliveries to our customers determine the links between the finished product- 

and customer nodes – ���,  , !�. The historical material consumption in finished 

products determines the links between the resource nodes and the finished product 

nodes – ���, �,  �. That can be either downloaded as backflush data from MRP (material 

replenishment planning) system or calculated through multiplying the production 

volumes of the finished product node with its Bill-of-Material (BoM).  

We generate the link related derivatives for each echelon pair of {sr}, {rf} and {fc} 

separately according to the Equations of 3-1 till 3-4 in Fig. 3. From time dependent 

variables ���, �, �� we calculate the mean �"��, �� for each link in the echelon pair (Eq. 3-

1). �"��, ��  serves for calculating the adjacency ���, �� through Equation 3-2 and the 

weight of the link #��, �� as per the Equation 3-3. The time dependent variables 

���, �, �� and the mean �"��, �� deliver the standard deviation �$��, �� of the links 

between the nodes of the echelon pair through Equation 3-4.   

 The Equations 3-5 till 3-7 in Figure 3 determine the different types of irregularities of 

the nodes. In matrix analytical method we use echelon level normalization to calculate a 

node’s irregularity both in destabilized and normal (calm) modes. Such irregularity I 

call meta-level irregularity and are denoted as %&���  and %'��� respectively (see 

Equations 3-5 and 3-6). The destabilized and normal modes correspond to distributed 

VS centralised demand pooling, or correlated VS non-correlating demands [11]. The 

Equation 3-7 (��� delivers similar to CQIG-irregularity of the node according to its out-

links’ behaviour [5]. However, the meta-level irregularity is more reasonable to use, 

since the meta-level irregularity of a node underlines its contribution to the network’s 

perturbation. Similar meta-level normalization of the standard deviation is done at the 

analyses of food webs, which are also directed networks, just the in-links of the 

predators (users of the resource preys) are not in strong sync, but behave as alternative 

in-links [9]. Furthermore, there is a high potential in simulating the failure dispersion 

through modelling the switch of a node’s state from normal (calm) to destabilized and 

contributing to the load of the nodes neighbouring the destabilized one through 

switching from %'���  to  %&���.  

Please note: when including the man-nodes and machine-nodes in the resource 

echelon as well, the normalization of the different resource types (3M) must be carried 

out separately within the cluster of that type – e.g. man-node by the echelon-level mean 

of man-nodes, etc.   
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Figure 3. Equations to create the data sets of matrices for network analyses of an 

organization 

5. Matrices for defining the stratification and the network skeleton of the 

organization 

 

Fig. 4 show the matrices we create from the above determined data for analysing the 

network structure and networked behaviour of an organization. Building the matrices of 

4-1 till 4-7 is possible either by non-weighted adjacency matrices �����, �����, �����  

or by their weighted pairs �����, �����, ����� denoted as 8 in Fig. 4. Equation 4-1 

shows how we build the quadratic matrix ����� from the rectangular block matrices.  

The connectedness within the organization is not evenly dense. The longitudinal 

dimension of the modularization is accountable for the echelons, which are already well 

modelled by our quadratic matrix with rectangular blocks of echelon-pairs, while the 

transversal dimension of the modularization is responsible for stratification of the DSN. 

That latter is manifested in value streams of an organization. The stratification may be 

latent, but to our luck, those transversal interdependences can be well understood 

through the combined bi-fan and bi-parallel motifs.  
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Fig. 4. Matrices for analysing an organization and their relationships 

 

For mapping and quantifying the indirect and latent transversal dependences, first we 

build the co-citation matrix –  )����� – and the bibliographic coupling matrix –  

)*����  –  i.e. matrix product of ����� and its transposed and vice versa as per Eq. 4-

3, 4-4. The results are seen in Fig. 5 for both the unweighted and weighted graphs. 

The in-degree of the nodes in the matrix-diagonal of the co-citation matrix highlight 

the in-hubs of high in-degree in our organization (Fig. 5 top-left). Those in-hub finished 

products are magnifying the failure upstream when they become destabilized, since their 

in-links are not alternative ones (as in food webs), but are in strong sync. That is a 

typical phenomenon in a stretched and MRP-triggered supply chain, where the 

destabilized finished product in-hub pushes back all the non-missing resources (in 

relative excess vs the missing one) creating a multi-dimensional wave upstream. In the 

band-matrix part represented by sub-matrices )����� )����� )�����, on the other hand, 

we detect the number of common upstream-nodes of a node-pair in the same echelon, 

i.e. common finished products of two customers, common resources of two finished 

products and common suppliers of two resources. In other words, those are the bi-fans 

in DSN. The larger the number of common upstream-nodes in sub-matrix )����� for 

given node-pair, the greater is the benefit of the creative element motif’s solution 

designed by one of the authors. Therefore, sub-matrix )����� is separately highlighted 
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in Fig. 4 as one tool for detecting the creative element motifs in our organization. In our 

simplistic network F2 and F3 have more common resources than the other pairs as it is 

also seen in top-left matrix of Fig. 5.  

 

 

Fig. 5. Co-citation matrix )����� without link weight (top-left) and )�+���� with 

link weight (top-right). Bibliographic coupling matrix )*���� without (bottom-left) and 

)*+���� with (bottom-right) link weight. In the diagonals of unweighted matrices (left) 

are seen the nodes’ in-degree )����� and out-degree )*���� . 

 

The bibliographic coupling matrix (Fig. 5 bottom-left) is created as matrix product of 

the adjacency matrix and its transpose (see Equation 4-4 in Fig 4.). The out-degrees of 

the nodes in the matrix-diagonal highlight the out-hubs. When an out-hub have low 

sales or consumption dollar-value, then we may ignore its network destabilization 

power, e.g. Zink ingots in Bowden-cable production at an automotive supplier. When 

such a node becomes unstable, it destabilizes its entire downstream out-component, 

which can be 60-80% of the organization. So it is pivotal to protect the out-hubs against 

upstream disruptions. In the band-matrix part we can detect the number of common 
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downstream nodes of two nodes in the same echelon, i.e. common customers of two 

finished products, common finished products of two resources and common resources 

of two suppliers. The relationship between the nodes in pair may be competitive but 

also complementing (e.g. Rama Cube and Rama Brick margarines). The matrices of 

weighted network (Fig. 5, right) highlight that the inter-dependence between R3 and R5 

became far stronger versus the non-weighted graph, due to the intensive use of them in 

high-runner F3 (common sink) and their common source/supplier S2. 

The coexistence of common supplier/s and common finished product/s of a resource 

pair or the coexistence of common resource/s and common customer/s of a finished 

product pair results in strong emergent interdependence between the members of that 

node pair (Fig. 6). Such relationship rooted in the neighbouring echelons and creates the 

bi-parallel motifs. In case of larger number of common roots, the node pair may have 

several bi-parallels building stronger emergent interdependence, what plays crucial role 

during cascading failures.  

 

Fig. 6. Betweenness centrality matrix )*����� based on bi-parallels for unweighted 

graph (left graph and matrix) and )*�+����  for weighted one (right graph and matrix) 

 

We can visualize the number of bi-parallels through multiplying the similar entries of 

the co-citation and bibliographic coupling matrices as shown in Fig. 4 – Equation 4-5. 

That serves as a good betweenness centrality measure of the nodes in an organization – 
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see Fig. 6. The material resource pairs with high value in )*����� and the finished 

product pairs with high value in )*����� are to be investigated for three purposes: 

1. Those nodes can form value streams in our organization thanks to their high 

commonalities and connectedness 

2. Those nodes with their high betweenness possess central role in failure propagation 

3. A node-pair of a DNO and a CNO with high value in )*����� matrix are excellent 

candidates for utilizing the creative element motif, especially protecting those 

PNO’s which have also high value in )*����� matrix with both DNO and CNO of 

that node-pair [5].    

 

6. Further potentials of the matrix approach  

Evidently, in the real life we also detect (limited) reverse flow of materials, e.g. 

finished products rejected by customers (C to F), in-progress returns in margarine 

production or in iron casting (F to R), rejected by our organization materials to our 

suppliers (R to S). In such cases the relevant directed links appear in the lower triangle 

part of our quadratic matrix in the relevant rectangular area of echelon pair also with 

positive number. 

In demand-supply networks the directed paths are usually short, i.e. the nodes are in 

few steps distance from each other. Especially, in case of failure dispersion, when the 

directed links/edges turn to symmetrical, undirected. In other words, the failure 

advances both down-stream and up-stream in the network. Some material conversion 

and transport routes, on the other hand, may be well isolated from each other, what can 

be utilized in creating value streams through value stream mapping [8, 16]. For defining 

the path length of 2, 3, etc. between nodes a raising of the quadratic matrix A(nn) to 

power of 2, 3, etc. is required according to the matrix operations of 6 and 7 in Fig 4. If 

we include the mostly redundant men-nodes and machine-nodes then the 

interconnectedness increases radically and the number of independent paths from 

suppliers to customers will raise. Those links are mostly weak links – in some cases so-

called creative links, i.e. the multi-skilled operators and multi-purpose machines with 

degenerative redundancy can work/be utilized in producing different finished products 

[3, 14, 15]. Thanks to mostly weak links of men-nodes and machine-nodes, those turn 

rarely to conduits for failure diffusion. 

For modelling the propagation of the cascading failures our assumption is that 

symmetrical matrices need to be used as the failure can spread both upstream and 

downstream (Fig. 7). The emergent interdependence of the nodes through multiple bi-

fans and bi-parallels can be considered in matrix models by adding the betweenness 

centrality values to the adjacency matrices – )*����� and )*�����  respectively. We see 

high potential in adapting the traffic forecasting and traffic assignment approach [1], 

where the basic load through nodes and links could be represented by the echelon-level 

normalized weights of matrices �����, �����, �����, and by the vector matrices 

,)���, ,)��� – delivered by Equation 3-6 in Fig. 3 and by Equations 4-8, 4-9, 4-10 in 

Fig. 4. In case of modelling the propagation of cascading failure in the organization, the 

meta-level irregularity of destabilized node is to be used ,-���, ,-���, while the links 
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turn into strong transversal sync – Equation 3-5 in Fig. 3 and Equations 4-8, 4-11, 4-12 

in Fig. 4.  

 

 

Fig. 7. Symmetrical adjacency matrices representing undirected network completed 

with  )*����� �./ )*����� betweenness centrality figures for considering emergent 

interdependence. Unweighted on the left, weighted on the right. 

7. Conclusion 

The material conversion and transport route concept highlights the similarities and 

differences of DSN with other viable networked systems in biochemical kingdom. 

Structural similarities between DSN and biochemical networks lead to functional 

similarities as well. In our recent article we focused on identifying the supply chain 

specific aspects and their representation through the set of well-proven matrix analytical 

approaches [9]. First we have determined the adjacency matrix representation of an 

organization, i.e. nilpotent upper-triangle quadratic matrix with rectangular blocks of 

bipartite adjacent echelon-pairs. That matrix representation appears to be a powerful 

tool for making some typical network analytical operations. In the same time, we have 

given clear supply chain and operations management interpretations to those network 

analytical methods. It is crucial to determine what type of data are used for creating time 

related data sets. These latter serve the basis for creating basic matrices and more 

intricate derivatives to detect the main characteristics of the network topology and the 

diffusion of disruptions, failures of the organization. We see such investigations and 

calibrations as next steps in our research. 
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